
Speed up your profits with 
double the throughput. 
Because we know every second counts and time is money, Prince Castle’s 
CTDE enables you to toast 2 buns in the time it took to toast 1 bun. This is 
proven technology, in fact top QSR chains have used our dual sides toasters 
for years.

n 30% smaller compared to our legacy 297 toaster—takes up less space
n Adjustable toast times ranging from 6-40 seconds
n Easy to use touchscreen display with precise and repeatable settings
n Larger compression settings to accommodate more bread types
n Available in three conveyor options: wire, silicone and stainless steel
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 To learn more about CTDE Toasters visit princecastle.com
To contact us directly, go to princecastle.com/contact/

When it comes to speed of service, every second counts. Quick-serve chicken 
and burger restaurants dealing with lunch rush need to make sandwiches as 
fast as possible to keep up with peak demand—without compromising quality.  
Double your toasting output with precision using Prince Castle’s CTDE toaster.

Industry 
Leading
Toast Quality

Programmable 
Speeds & 
Temperatures

We are industry leaders 
in toast quality with 
patented compression 
technology ensuring 
perfect caramelization 
regardless of bread type.

With Programmable 
Speeds & Temperatures, 
operators can better align 
daypart menu changes, 
personalize bread types, 
and provide higher quality 
bun toasting.

Multiple 
Belt Options

Industry 
Leading 
Compression 
Settings

Wire, silicone, and metal 
belts allow operators 
flexibility to configure 
their toasting needs— 
providing consistent, 
uniform toasting and 
caramelization end to end.

Prince Castle’s proprietary 
parallel compression 
method increases toast 
quality. No bun crushing 
from tilting platen to 
accommodate different 
buns and to ensure perfect 
caramelization. 

LCD Touch 
Screen 
with Digital 
Programing

Extended 
Design & 
Compact 
Footprint

Our new LCD touch screen 
display is easy to program, 
easy to see, and easy 
to operate—reducing 
errors and streamlining 
operations.

With new precision dual 
lane toasting and 30% 
smaller than our legacy 
297 toaster, Prince Castle’s 
CTDE Toaster is the 
perfect toasting solution 
for high-quality, high-
volume operations. 


